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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”
Thursday: 9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the
Conference Call Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
B Conference Call

1-209-647-1600

C Skype
D

1 – 888-429-5471 - picks up whichever line is available.
Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Live Radio
Shows”
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the
presenter. Find MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett and RIGHT click on
“Library Archives”.
• When that screen comes up, LEFT click on the date you want. It opens in a new tab – you'll see
the "free to listen box"; inside it is the tab that allows you to play the podcast.

• The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
See the “Archives” tab for written notes.
• Listen-in live 24/7 via conference phone dial 716-748-0144
II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

9 – 10:30 EST

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST

C Wednesdays: 7:00 – 9:00 EST
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Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only: 1 – 605-475-5950

PIN 9467441#

Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Sekhmet & others

www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 695-562-3140; PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1–712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712-432-0990 PIN 666238#
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Host:

Marietta Robert

Meditation:

Angelsu
Calling us from a hospital with a new, wonderful cell phone!
Using the Angel Cards, Angelsu looks at the coming week: a reading for individuals & the group

1st card – Spiritual Path Thursday Sun night: mtn scene, golden sun rising bet 2 mtns
Card of Dawn: a new day; I am aware of the changes on the planet; we facilitate this for oursleves
and everything else
2nd card – Monday through next Thursday: angel with golden wings
Card of Release – I let go with all that does not resonate with the new energies
3rd card – For the whole week: special blessing, the gift: Card of Miracle: a small atom
surrounded by a triangle transmutation of matter! I create things by thinking them into being.
The summary: a dawn of a new day; we release and let go; we use miracles with everything!
To contact Angelsu for an angel card reading, use angelsu@bellsouth.net
Physical Address: Su Jeffers, 501 Bradly St, Leesville, LA 71446 Harriet Wright - Mother

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

• Go to Space2plaza.com – to locate specific days & lots more information: on the home page,
you can find out what your Mayan birthday is
• The link to www.lawoftime.org – more info on the calendar & how the 28 day/moon cycles work.

14th Thurs –

12 CIB - NOT A PORTAL DAY! CIB is Warrior – trusting in your journey;
12 is crystal, clear understanding

15th Ap Friday – 13 CABAN – we complete wave of Chiccan with 13, the transcendent tone;
Caban is the earth, a healing energy – gift of planetary harmony
16th Saturday – 1 ETZNAB – new wave of Etznab: the mirror – another time to stay in balance
staying in the flow and staying grounded too. Skyring, persistence – time to surrender fear,
idea of separateness. It's a lunar energy
17th Sun – 2 CAUAC – storm energy; lighting clear thoughts
18th Mon – 3 AHAU – the last glyph in the 20, it's the sun; rising to Christ consciousness –
possibilty, unconditional love. 3 is electric, activation energy
19th Tues – 4 IMIX – begin 7th unial; it's halfway between 1 and 13. Working with central energy
Imix
20th Wed – 5 IK – the wind energy
21st Thurs – 6 AKBAL – also the full moon; Akbal is the night, good time to work on our projects
Introductory Items
1. NEW NUMBER FOR PEOPLE TO CALL IN AND LISTEN TO THE CALL ON BBS:

1- 605-475-1600

The advanced technology of the APP allows people with smart phones to JUST PUNCH #2 TO REACH
station 2. Can call in and talk to a host. Can also listen to either station and get access to the
archives/podcast, as well.
2. To listen to the entire program: Please use the following audio link
http://bbsradio.com/podcast/stargate-round-table-april-14-2016
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HARD NEWS
R: getting better and better all the time, as the Beatle song goes! So grateful with the journey
they've been on!
Talked to Tom the Cat, Mr X, Larry, Madam Palfrey's lawyer – Montgomery Blair Sibley
• He is an F2 lawyer – if he does know what we know, he is not talking of it –
• Madam Palfrey's list reads like something from the National Enguirer – Tom Cruz, John
Boehner, Paul Ryan, Bill Clinton, Donald Trump, Rick Scott, Chuck Grassley who sold
nuclear secrets to the Turkish embassy in DC; Dick Cheney; Bush Sr, Bush Jr; John Kerry,
Henry Kissenger; Netanyhu!
• Hillary on a Separate list: she's accepted bribe money from Israel,
• Susan and Uma have been her lovers since 2002
• Could break by end of April
Reading: 2016-04-12 'Damn emails?' Actually, they're damning emails.
[SEE BELOW]
• Hillary has been into every kind of crime in the book as far as the e-mails go!
• T reads parts of the document
• Rama's folks are saying this is in the mix as they are all playing with money that is not real!
• They want to make it public – people do not believe that the world ecnomony crashed in
Feb 2013
• This is a short term appearance of something that will not be around for long.
R: they need some help to get home, pay the bills and BBS radio!!! PLEASE HELP!!!
Reading: 2016-04-11 The War on Savings: The Panama Papers, Bail-Ins, and the Push to
Go Cashless
[SEE BELOW]
• this is a fraud because there are corporate gatekeepers who protect the western 1%
from the Panama leak so nothing will come of this if it were by itself; there is such a thing
as Faction 3 White knights
R: this is a huge story of all the things happening – Bernie is the only sane man
• all the stories have to do with 1/16th of 1%
• Donald Trump is saying trust me and I will take care of the country; he is a nazi!
T: all the people are being pressured by the others because the big banksters don't want to go
down and none of this will help them at all
• Ben Fulford said some interesting things in his report
• Putin is involved in helping the White Knights/Faction 3
R: Tom the Cat showed up at Marshall's home to help R go to the bathroom

• The operating room was filled: packed in like sardines! Captain Len was there too!
• Dr Peterson is a very advanced soul, a spiritual being: R could talk to him about Ashtar,

the Command, the ET s and so on.
• He told Rama to call in the folks upstairs to help finish the job!
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Guest Hour:
MR: how to muscle test: a simple test; how to check if they are switched or not.
• Left hand: connect thumb and little finger
• Right hand: put thumb and little finger of the RH through the thumb and finger of the LH to
make a link, as in a chain
• Ask to see yes and pull the right hand from the left: YES is the fingers remaining together
• Ask to see “NO” and pull the chain apart: the fingers will pull apart – this is NO.
This is not a matter of strength or power: a light pull will do it.
• An example of the use of this testing is to ask about buying something: Is it in divine right order that I
purchase this? If you get a lock, it's yes.
• If you are switched, you'll get the wrong answers: check this first – show me a yes – the fingers pull apart:
show me a no and the fingers stay together: this is backwards or “switched”
• Ask if you are switched – if you get a yes, put the little finger of both hands at the top of

your respective ears, palms down, and run the edges of your hands, palms down, back and
forth 3 or 4 times, and then ask again. That should correct things.

CL: how or why does the action for reversing switching works
T: what she knows about ears is that they balance the right and left hemispheres of the brain.
The baby finger also represents the heart meridian.
Any more questions, call or write MariettaRobert – see contact information on page 1
Replay – as per the request of so many calls / e-mails: to hear the Judy Beebe program again
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2016-04-12 'Damn emails?' Actually, they're damning emails.
By Nikki Lambert
http://www.opednews.com/articles/Damn-emails--Actually-t-by-Nikki-LambertEmail_Encryption_FBI_Government-160412-121.html

Hillary Clinton
(image by Gage Skidmore) License DMCA
While I was proud of Bernie Sanders when he refused to stoop to attacking Hillary Clinton on what
I initially believed to be merely another manufactured right wing scandal, I now believe Sanders
will have to address Clinton's 'damn emails,' as they do, in fact, damn her.
As a former postal employee, I became quite familiar with the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)-which governs the employees of the federal government--and the United States Code (USC)-which specifies crimes and their penalties. Let's just say there's a valid reason the term 'going
postal' has descended into the vernacular, and leave it at that. Upon visiting my old friends CFR
and USC, I discovered a number of things about Clinton's 'damn emails' that the mainstream
media and the 'legal experts' it has interviewed have been conveniently ignoring in their rush to
the coronation. Those things, and the opinions of people who have held high-level security
clearances, lead me to believe that an indictment is justified.
First, then, let's review the facts that have been verified as such.

• In her four years as Secretary of State, Clinton never had a .gov email address assigned to
•
•

her.
She paid a company outside the government to have a private server installed in her home
in Chappaqua NY and used it exclusively for her State Department work.
Clinton requested an encrypted Blackberry from the NSA, similar to the one President
Obama uses. They denied her request, stating it was too expensive to set up, and
instructing her to use the server in her designated office, which was already set up with the
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•

•
•

required encryption, security measures, enhanced controls, and surveillance
countermeasures. This required her to leave her smartphone outside the room with its
battery removed so it could not be used as a gateway for hackers. She balked and began
using a standard Blackberry.
It is a violation of the National Archives and Records Administration's rules in the CFR to
exclusively use personal email for official business, because the code requires federal
agencies to make and preserve records to be readily available when needed, such as for
congressional inquiries or FOIA requests.
Though Clinton's stint as Secretary of State ended in January 2012, she did not turn over
her server to the State Department until they ordered her to in 2015.
Prior to doing so, Clinton allowed her lawyers access to the server. They assembled a list of
keywords related to her work, then ran a search based on the list. All emails not including
a keyword were deleted...more than 30,000 of them.

Next, let's go over what can be logically inferred and what can be derived from federal law.

• As Secretary of State, Clinton had the highest security clearance possible: Special Access
Programs (SAP).

• Clinton was authorized to and responsible for classifying information herself, which is

•

•

•

•

reserved for very few people. As such, her public excuse that her emails were 'classified
after the fact' does not hold water. She herself was responsible for analyzing the content of
documents and judging their classification, not relying on whether others had labeled it
'classified'. Since she only used her private server, she must have sent and received all
levels of classified information over it, a fact discovered during the FBI's investigation.
It is not possible for her private server to have been equipped with legally-required
encryption, security measures, enhanced controls, and surveillance countermeasures,
because these methods of safeguarding information are, themselves, classified and not
available outside the government.
Clinton's exchanges with Sidney Blumenthal are especially problematic for her (and him)
for several reasons. First, nearly all of their emails qualify as 'classified,' since they contain
information about foreign governments. Second, Blumenthal was also using a private email
address, so was not equipped to receive classified information. Nor did he have a security
clearance, since he was not a government employee. Finally, Blumenthal was engaged in
espionage as a private citizen, intercepting foreign communications not meant for him, and
passing them on to Clinton. Here, we leave the CFR and enter the US Criminal Code (cf. 18
USC 798).
Also per both USC and CFR, Clinton's deletion of emails gets her into serious trouble for
improper declassification, allowing a private citizen access to classified information, and
transmitting it over an unsecured server to an unsecured server.
Last, Clinton's deletion of emails is a criminal offense under the USC.

Now, let's discuss the implications of Clinton's actions in connections with the federal laws
referenced, the progression of the FBI's investigation, and the actual content of Clinton's emails,
and draw some conclusions.
Given the seriousness with which national security is regarded, and the illegality of endangering it,
what motivated Clinton to take such a risk? The answer is most likely in one or more of the
2016-04-14
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30,000+ deleted emails. Unfortunately for Clinton, neither she nor her lawyers understand how
computers work. Unless the exact segments of the hard drive where those emails were stored was
written over with new information, or the drive was physically destroyed, those emails can and
will be reconstructed. The very fact that she deleted them is a crime, as I mentioned, that carries
a penalty of fines, imprisonment, and prohibition from ever holding office in the United States. 18
USC 1519 mandates 'not more than 20 years,' while 18 USC 2071 mandates 'not more than 3
years.' A maximum sentence of 23 years multiplied by 30,000 emails? Bye, Felicia.
Clinton's exchanges with Blumenthal also carry criminal penalties of fines and imprisonment. 18
USC 798 mandates 'not more than 10 years.' Multiply that by the number of emails violating this
statute, and Clinton will be wearing orange in the very prison system she and Bill created for the
rest of her natural born life.
The FBI granted Bryan Pagliano immunity, which tells us four things: (1) A Grand Jury has been
selected for this case; (2) Pagliano committed one or more federal crimes; (3) He has information
crucial to the case against Clinton; and, (4) He chose not to take the fall for Clinton (which may
mean he's a dead man walking). Currently, the FBI has issued subpoenas to Clinton's aides. That
means that the preliminary investigation is finished; they've read all her emails, including the
deleted ones, and determined that sufficient evidence exists to continue. Clinton's aides have all
retained the same counsel, indicating that they intend to present a united front. Whether they
intend to unite with her or against her is presently unknown. According to judicial ethics, Attorney
General Loretta Lynch must appoint an impartial Special Counsel to avoid even the appearance of
impropriety. Lynch is in an unenviable position, and that's the only way out of it. If FBI Director
James Comey presents her with evidence that supports an indictment, and she issues one,
Democrats will (pardon the pun) lynch her. If she doesn't, her career will be over.
UPDATE: The FBI has extradited Romanian hacker "Guccifer," whose real name is Marcel Lehel
Lazar. Lazar allegedly hacked into Blumenthal's private email account and read his and Clinton's
exchanges. It was through Lazar's hacks that the existence of Clinton's private server first came
to light. The extradition request was made in December 2015, just after the revelation that there
was unsecured Top Secret information on Clinton's private server.
If we, as private citizens not privy to Clinton's emails in their entirety, working only with what's
been released to the public, along with the USC and CFR, can clearly see that Clinton has
committed crimes through her deliberate dereliction of duty as Secretary of State, then the FBI
should certainly come to the same conclusion. Let's hope they do so sooner rather than later,
because the clock is rapidly ticking toward the Democratic convention.

About the author: I am a staunch progressive who believes that my rights should not be acquired or maintained at the
expense of others' rights, that war is a last resort only when all other options have failed, that it is crucial to protect and
preserve our environment, that a strong middle class is the foundation of a healthy economy, that the needs of citizens
should be socialized, that capitalism must be regulated, that elections should be publicly-financed with private and
corporate campaign donations made illegal, and that government should work for the People.
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2016-04-13

CHINA SAYS "NO DOLLARS" FOR NEW YUAN

Post by U.S.Reporter
In a shocking move likely to crush
the US economy overnight, China is
refusing to make its new goldbacked Yuan, convertible from or to
US Dollars. The new Yuan will be
introduced next Tuesday, April 19.
When the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) agreed to add the Yuan
to the basket of world currencies
used for Global Reserves and
International Trade, they wanted
China to make the Yuan more
reliable as a currency. Since then, China has almost un-pegged its Yuan from the Dollar, allowing
its value to fluctuate on world markets.
But for years, China has been amassing huge amounts of gold bullion; some have said their
appetite for bullion has been "staggering." And with a new gold-backed Yuan to be issued next
Tuesday, the entire world will have a choice of a new currency to use for international trade: The
old US Dollar which is backed by nothing, or the new Chinese Yuan, which is backed by gold.
Which currency would YOU use?
When this new currency is issued, countries that have been forced to use US Dollars for decades,
and have had to keep billions of dollars in their foreign currency reserves, will be free to dump
those dollars. But they won't be able to dump them to China for the new gold-backed, Yuan!
China has reportedly decided "there can be no conversion of gold-backed Yuan to or from
US dollars." What China fears is that many countries around the world will want to trade their
reserve US dollars for the new Yuan, leaving China with mountains of worthless US dollars. China
already has several trillion in US dollar reserves and does not want or need more.
If news of this decision by China is correct, then countries around the world may just have to
decide whether or not they wish to continue trading with the USA at all?
The upheaval this could cause as early as next week, would be staggering.
This is a fast-=developing story; check back.

https://www.superstation95.com/index.php/world/1152
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2016-04-11 The War on Savings: The Panama Papers, Bail-Ins, and the Push to Go
Cashless
By Ellen Brown
http://www.opednews.com/articles/The-War-on-Savings-The-Pa-by-Ellen-Brown-Bail-in_PanamaPapers_Savings-160411-556.html

The War on Cash by http://tradingadvantagedaily.com/
Exposing tax dodgers is a worthy endeavor, but the "limited hangout" of the Panama Papers may
have less noble ends, dovetailing with the War on Cash and the imminent threat of massive bailins of depositor funds.
The bombshell publication of the "Panama Papers," leaked from a Panama law firm specializing in
shell companies, has triggered both outrage and skepticism. In an April 3 article titled "Corporate
Media Gatekeepers Protect Western 1% From Panama Leak," UK blogger Craig Murray writes that
the whistleblower no doubt had good intentions; but he made the mistake of leaking his 11.5
million documents to the corporate-controlled Western media, which released only those few
documents incriminating opponents of Western financial interests. Murray writes:
Do not expect a genuine expose of western capitalism. The dirty secrets of western
corporations will remain unpublished.
Expect hits at Russia, Iran and Syria and some tiny "balancing" western country like Iceland.
Iceland, of course, was the only country to refuse to bail out its banks, instead throwing its
offending bankers in jail.
Pepe Escobar calls the released Panama Papers a "limited hangout." The leak dovetails with the
attempt of Transparency International to create a Global Public Beneficial Ownership Registry,
which can collect ownership information from governments around the world; and with UK Prime
Minister David Cameron's global anti-corruption summit next month. According to The Economist,
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"The Panama papers give him just the platform he needs to persuade other governments, and his
own, to turn their tough talk of recent years into action."
The Daily Bell suspects a coordinated global effort linked to the push to go cashless. It's all about
knowing where the money is and who owns it, in order to tax it, regulate it, "sanction" it, or
confiscate it:
Without privacy, authoritarianism flourishes because it is impossible to build and
expand private networks that would act as a deterrent . . . . A worldwide transparency
regime virtually guarantees abuses and corruption from those in power.

This is a reason why the "cashless society" idea is such a bad one. When no one is able to use
cash, financial histories will be easily available via electronic bank records.
Michael Snyder of InvestmentWatchBlog.com also links the Panama Papers with the push to go
cashless:
. . . [W]ith this Panama Paper leak and all its pre-conditioning against tax havens,
people aren't realizing yet that very soon, once Negative Interest Rates and Bail-Ins
are being openly discussed and prepared for implementation, the whole tax haven or
tax dodger discussion in the media will quickly switch from talking about corrupt
billionaires and shell companies half way around the world, and instead will be talking
about something much closer to home . . . .

In my strong opinion this whole thing is all part of the coming capital control war, which ties
directly in with the coming transition to a biometric digital currency, the implementation of
Negative Interest Rates, the rollout of large scale systemic bail-ins, and the demonization and
eventual criminalization of physical assets that are outside of direct taxation control (which again
would be done using the pre-conditioned guise of "tax havens", with physical precious metals and
physical cash being the main targets).
War on Corruption or War on Savers?
What we may be witnessing here is the 1% going after the 10% of people who, according to
German researcher Margrit Kennedy, do not need to borrow but are "net savers." Today the
remaining 90% are "all borrowed up." Either they are unwilling to borrow more or the banks are
unwilling to lend to them, since they are poor credit risks. Who, then, is left to feed the machine
that feeds the 1%, and more specifically the 0.001%? The power brokers at the top seem to want
it all, and today that means going after those just below them on the financial food chain. The
challenge is in squeezing money from people who don't need to borrow. How to legally confiscate
their savings?
Enter bail-ins, negative interest, all-digital currencies, and the elimination of "tax havens."
Bail-ins allow the largest banks to gamble with impunity with their depositors' money. If the banks
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make bad bets and become insolvent, they can legally confiscate the deposits to balance their
books, through an "orderly resolution" scheme of the sort mandated in the Dodd-Frank Act.
Negative interest is a fee or private tax on holding funds in the bank.
Eliminating cash prevents the bank runs that these assaults on people's savings would otherwise
trigger. Money that exists only as digital entries cannot be withdrawn and stored under a
mattress.
Exposing tax havens shows the predators where the money is and who has title to it, facilitating
its confiscation and preventing the funding of massive rebellions against confiscation.
Orchestrated at Davos
That could help explain those coordinated developments we've been seeing across the centralbank-controlled world, proliferating particularly after the January summit of the World Economic
Forum in Davos, Switzerland, where the global elite gather to discuss the hot economic issues of
the day.
According to one Morgan Stanley attendee, a notable topic this year was the need for "a rapid
introduction of a cashless society so that even more negative deposit interest rates could be
introduced in Europe to offset likely secular stagnation." With the use of physical cash curtailed,
J.P. Morgan estimates the European Central Bank could ultimately bring interest rates as low as
negative 4.5%.
"Secular stagnation," the official justification for negative interest, means a chronic shortfall in
demand: not enough money chasing goods and services. Today virtually all money is created by
banks when they make loans; and when old loans are paid off, new ones must be taken out to
maintain the money supply. Central banks have traditionally dropped interest rates to stimulate
this continual borrowing, but interest rates have now effectively been pushed to zero. The
argument is that they can be pushed below zero -- but only if cash withdrawals, and hence bank
runs, are not an option.
That is the argument; but as Paul Craig Roberts, former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for
Economic Policy, observes:
The notion is that the economy's poor economic performance is not due to the failure
of economic policy but to people hoarding their money. The Federal Reserve and its
coterie of economists and presstitutes maintain the fiction of too much savings despite
the publication of the Federal Reserve's own report that 52% of Americans cannot raise
$400 without selling personal possessions or borrowing the money.
In an article titled "Exposing the Hidden Agenda of Davos 2016", Zerohedge reports on a flurry of
activity during and after Davos related to the push to go cashless. But stimulating demand may
just be the cover story for something darker behind this orchestrated effort.
Rescuing the Economy or the Banks?
2016-04-14
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Of greater concern at Davos than "secular stagnation" was the imminent insolvency of some
major banks. Ambrose Evans-Pritchard, writing in January from Davos, quoted William White,
former chief economist of the Bank for International Settlements, who warned:
The situation is worse than it was in 2007. Our macroeconomic ammunition to fight
downturns is essentially all used up.

. . . European banks have already admitted to $1 trillion of non-performing loans: they are heavily
exposed to emerging markets and are almost certainly rolling over further bad debts that have
never been disclosed.
The European banking system may have to be recapitalized on a scale yet unimagined, and new
"bail-in" rules mean that any deposit holder above the guarantee of 100,000 will have to help pay
for it. [Emphasis added.]
It seems the War on Cash is being waged, not to stimulate the economy, but to save the lucrative
private banking scheme at all costs. Quelling the riots likely to result from the mass confiscation
of deposits could also underly the heightened push for a global "security state" and for those
"anti-corruption" measures designed to determine where the money is and who owns it.
Postscript: Bail-ins under the new 2016 European Recovery and Resolution Directive began
officially today, April 10, in Austria. Ominously, it was in Austria that a major bank bankruptcy
triggered the Great Depression in 1931.
_________________

http://www.opednews.com/articles/The-War-on-Savings-The-Pa-by-Ellen-Brown-Bail-in_PanamaPapers_Savings-160411-556.html
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